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Chapter 2611

Zoey Lopez looked at Jiao Tianyu and others with sympathetic eyes…

“Hahaha… Although we may not be able to enter Kunlun Academy! But we are luckier than
you!”

“At least we can continue to grow stronger! You can only lay the foundation in place!”

“I was so ridiculous, I entered Kunlun Academy, but I didn’t make it completely!”

…

Some people who entered Kunlun Academy actually began to mock Jiao Tianyu and others.

“Hey!”

Jiao Tianyu and the others sighed.

They are really miserable.

Except for the title of Kunlun Academy, the others are really not as good as being selected!

“I really can’t stand it! I want to retire…”

Some people can’t help this humiliation and want to quit.

“Hold on! Wait for me to ask again!”



Jiao Tianyu ran to the person in charge and couldn’t help asking, “Once we join, is it possible
to change to another tutor?”

“It’s possible! But it’s not something you can change if you want! Only after the instructor
contacts the students, can you really understand the potential characteristics of the
students!

If the King of Words Side by Side feels that you are not suitable for practicing his basic
exercises, then he will arrange you to other suitable instructors! It’s not just the word side by
side, but the other mentors are the same! “

“There is another item-the college will have a big competition every year! If one year passes,
you will not have any improvement. You can apply to other tutors…”

Hear here.

Everyone ignited a glimmer of hope!

There is still a chance!

The chances are a little slim at first.

Everyone prayed that they were not suitable for Levi Garrison’s practice, so they were thrown
out.

Although it is very slim, everyone is praying.

But no matter how bad it is, you can wait until a year later.

One year later than the others, but everyone can wait.

As long as there is hope, just stay in Kunlun College!

finally.

The selected students have entered Kunlun College.

One by one was elated.



But Jiao Tianyu and other 87 people are sad…

They are almost crying…

It seems that suffering is coming!

Everyone is extremely reluctant!
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The others were drawn to Kunlun College, and they were all above them.

They are just inferior.

I dare not look at people, so I can only lower my head.

Stand in groups of instructors on the huge square of Kunlun College!

The students under the other tutors held their heads tall!

A pair of students wishing to let the whole world know who they are…

But the eighty-seven people of Jiao Tianyu lowered their heads, not looking at the left and
right sides, for fear that others would know that their mentor was Levi Garrison.

Soon after, a tutor appeared.

The gods of Tiance, Ye Zhantian, and Ye Qingtian and others appeared one by one.

Exclamation broke out from the audience.

And Jiao Tianyu only envy in their eyes!

Are they too lucky?

Their mentors should be these people! ! !



The result was Levi Garrison!

Who do you want to reason with?

“Ha ha ha ha……”

Others watched them laughing presumptuously!

“The only team where the instructor is not as good as the student! It’s so laughable! What
can an instructor who is weaker than the student teach?”

“Why don’t I become a student for you? I am at least one of the more than nine hundred
strong people on the list of gods!”

“I think it’s OK! Hahaha…”

…

Hearing all kinds of ridicule, Jiao Tianyu and the others couldn’t wait to find a place to get in.

But they are powerless to refute!

Because they are right!

In this case, it is better to find someone to be a mentor, who is better than Levi Garrison!

Amidst the noise, Levi Garrison appeared on the stage.

The whole audience was sighing!

Although Kunlun College explained.

But there is no one who thinks that Levi Garrison is worthy to be a mentor!

In the end, several heads of Kunlun College appeared.

These people are highly respected and are the masters of Levilia.



They announced some caveats!

He also said that the Dark God is the dean of Kunlun College, and the other two are the
deputy deans.

“Dare to ask you mentors, why didn’t the dean and two deputy deans show up?”

“Yes, how can they not attend this important moment?”
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Everyone shouted.

Many of these were spies arranged by the Gods’ Laboratory.

Their purpose is the three dark gods.

It’s a bit anxious to see no one now.

Just yell with everyone!

“Actually, the dean and the two deputy deans were here long ago…”

As soon as this word came out, the whole audience made a noise.

Everyone is watching around.

Looking for the traces of the three.

Levi Garrison, who was standing in front, was speechless.

Muttered to himself: “Come and come, look here! Here! Three people are here!”

It’s just that no one believes it!

Let alone three people.



No one can be!

Everyone watched everyone present.

But Levi Garrison was ignored.

“Don’t look for everyone! The dean will just see you! It’s not easy for you to find him! Even
under your nose, you won’t know it!”

Tiance Shenshuai smiled.

Everyone sees that the desire of the dark god is shattered, but some people continue to ask:
“Teacher, do the dean and the two vice deans personally guide the students? Most of us are
here for them!”

“Yes! We actually all miss their students!”

Everyone shouted.

“Have a chance! Only students with outstanding performance can be personally guided by
the dean! However, the general direction of each student is personally controlled by the
dean!”

“So every student dean is staring at him… he will personally grasp your potential and
talent…”

Tiance Shenshuai said this.

It makes Jiao Tianyu and the others ignite their confidence!

It’s easy for them to stare at the dark god, and they work hard to behave.

Let the dark god see their excellence.

Only in this way can I change my mentor!

Jiao Tianyu and others clenched their fists subconsciously, staring at Levi Garrison in front
of them!



Everyone’s goal is the same-to replace Levi Garrison!

“That being said! But following a good mentor, we make rapid progress and perform well!
There is a high probability that the dean will be favored by them! But some people…”
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Someone sneered at Jiao Tianyu and them.

Imply that they will never make it out!

Think about it, everyone’s heart is cold.

Wrong!

How do you get ahead under Levi Garrison?

The weakest tutor!

A mentor who can’t even enter the quasi god list!

Can only be guided by theory?

Can teach a group of strong people, unless there is a miracle!

Everyone looked at each other.

This can only be done first!

Let’s take a step later and take a look…

Next, the superintendent Tiance explained some miscellaneous matters.

Such as housing, training venues.



Almost every instructor’s subordinate is assigned a “luxury house” and an advanced training
venue.

Many instructors use the combination of ancient martial arts and technology…

to be honest!

They have good food and everything is good.

As for Levi Garrison’s group, it is in the most remote area of   Kunlun College.

Where the environment is complicated, it is already in the hinterland of the snow-capped
mountains.

What they are going to do is penance!

This made the audience burst into bursts of laughter.

Everyone is laughing.

They are embarrassed even Zoey Lopez.

Levi Garrison is obviously not qualified to be a mentor here…

This is a joke at all!

They even dare not say hello to Levi Garrison in the college.

I don’t want other people to know my relationship with Levi Garrison.

They are like this.

Jiao Tianyu and the others were even more angry.

Everyone is not afraid of hardship, let alone poor housing.

What I am afraid of is being treated differently!



The same are mentors!

Why people divide good things are good things.
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But Levi Garrison’s Landing couldn’t fight for it.

It is the area with the worst environment.

How did they know that Levi Garrison gave them the quietest place to practice.

In the depths of the snow-capped mountains, the temperature is extremely low.

You can let them meditate and abandon all distracting thoughts.

The environment is complex and few people come.

This creates the best environment without interruption.

This is the best place to contact the basic exercises.

In fact, Levi Garrison wanted to lock them up in a dark cage.

It’s terrible that they don’t understand, but go astray.

Therefore, I chose the best environment to practice them.

But now it seems that everyone is not satisfied with this new environment.

Longing for everything from other people!

The others laughed to death.

“But that’s okay! Arrange them in the corner! This way we won’t be able to see them! They
are definitely downgrading Kunlun Academy! I feel ashamed to be with them here!”



…

Hear insults.

Jiao Tianyu and the others are really angry!

What did they do wrong?

Nothing to do!

Selection is not for them to decide!

They are all innocent!

They are just not lucky to be selected by Levi Garrison…

We will be criticized now!

Shamed and insulted by everyone!

They just don’t have a way!

And can’t fight back!

Otherwise they can say something-waiting for the big competition a year from now, we will
slap you in the face!

Will defeat all of you!

But with such a mentor now, how can you compare with others a year from now?

They are almost standing still, while the others have a rocket-like speed increase.

How do they fight?

Cried!

Scolding and scolding can’t go back.



Fighting is even more impossible!

Aggrieved!

One by one, weeping, followed Levi Garrison to their training base.

After putting objects from various places in the room, everyone gathered at the training
ground.

Each of them looked embarrassed and looked at Levi Garrison angrily.

The temperature around is getting colder.

Levi Garrison smiled: “Do you think I am not qualified to teach you? The strength is not even
as good as you?”
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Everyone present was taken aback.

No one thought that Levi Garrison would say this.

Did you admit it?

“Yes! We just don’t accept it!”

“I think you are not strong against us! You are not qualified at all!”

Ning Jinye was the first to stand up.

He is a strong man on ninety-nine steps, only one step away from the god list.

He was naturally upset that a person who couldn’t even enter the quasi-god’s ranking was
his mentor!

“I’m also not convinced!”



Jiao Tianyu hesitated and stood up.

“I’m also not convinced!”

Yin Zhengping also stood up.

He is the strongest of the gods.

He should be the most unconvinced!

Then everyone stood up one by one.

Are not convinced!

“To be honest, if it weren’t for the name of Kunlun Academy! We would have run away long
ago!”

“Well, we chose to stay! It’s to change mentors! We will endure the humiliation!”

“If you are lucky, we may change to another tutor soon! If you are not lucky, we will have to
wait a year later!”

“This is the only hope we have left!”

…

Everyone expressed their truest thoughts in their hearts.

They are not satisfied!

Seeing their excitement, Levi Garrison was happy.

He looked at two of them: “Why don’t you Chen Qizheng and Zheng Wenbo speak? What do
you think?”

“Um?”

This made everyone in the audience stunned.



Levi Garrison knows them?

Especially Chen Qizheng and Zheng Wenbo.

“There’s nothing to say! Since the deans and high-levels of Kunlun College recognize you!
Then you are qualified to be the tutor! No matter what you teach, we just study it seriously!”

“Yeah! It’s our life whether the opportunity is good or not! But Kunlun College has made
such an arrangement, naturally there is his reason! Even if we are to be the future reserve
army, we can only follow the arrangement!”

Chen Qizheng and Zheng Wenbo couldn’t help saying.

Levi Garrison knew all the student information this time.

The 87 people he chose are really the most suitable for basic exercises.

These people are very down-to-earth, even if they are just a tendon, they will be hard at it if
they take care of one thing!

Even if you break the south wall, you won’t return!

In particular, Chen Qizheng and Zheng Wenbo are more practical and have been practicing
hard qigong.

Reluctant to give up day and night, never give up.

This time I heard all kinds of masters come forward, and then they came.

It is easy for them to have no distracting thoughts, practice only one exercise, and
single-mindedly.

There may be differences in talent, but the direction is definitely right!

There is no shortcut to the strong one!

You have to be down-to-earth and go for it step by step.



Rao is Levi Garrison’s talent, and it took three years to achieve something!

I am most afraid of being lonely!

For example, Azure Dragon (Qinglong) and a group of people, now they only want to become
stronger!

Their advantage is that they can practice hard.

But the shortcomings are too impetuous, it is easy to have one idea a day.
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You can’t do it wholeheartedly!

Therefore, Levi Garrison must specifically select them to practice this exercise.

In fact, these eighty-seven talents are the strong people Levi Garrison wants to cultivate!

Don’t look at other people’s behavior, worship under the door of so and so.

But to put it bluntly, they are all foils!

The cultivation of the real strong is here…

This is the seedling chosen by Levi Garrison to build a super strong!

As for the identity of the three dark gods in the later period, they will give pointers…

It is based on what they are practicing.

It can be said that the upper limit is Ye Zhantian and Ye Qingtian.

In Levi Garrison’s eyes, it was just a bunch of trash.

How can the upper limit be this high?



Others stared at Levi Garrison and said, “Since they arranged you to be a mentor! It shows
that what you teach is useful! It may not be used temporarily, but it will always be useful!”

“Yes! The strategic vision of Kunlun College is not what we can think of! What we can do
now is to practice!”

…

Levi Garrison looked at them and nodded: “Well, there are still smart people!”

Levi Garrison liked this kind of obedient.

If you ask you to practice, just practice!

Haw, asked a lot of questions, self-righteous, thought it was smarter than others or
something.

He looked at Jiao Tianyu, Ning Jinye and others: “I always think I’m smarter than others,
don’t you? All of them are very arrogant and arrogant, right?”

“you……”

The crowd was indignant.

Levi Garrison smiled and said, “Want to let the trash outside teach you?”

“this……”

Everyone was shocked as soon as Levi Garrison said this.

Arrogant!

Too arrogant, right?

Openly say that the other tutors of Kunlun College are rubbish?

That’s the talents of Tiance, Ye Qingtian, and Ye Zhantian!



They are all rubbish!

Is there anything that is not rubbish in this world?

Levi Garrison is too crazy, right?

Actually say they are rubbish?

Don’t you understand what kind of stuff you are?

Even a person who is not on the quasi-shen list laughs at the top ten of the gods list is
rubbish?

People who go up the mountain laugh at the god who goes down the mountain?
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Do not!

Levi Garrison couldn’t climb the mountain at all.

He can only stay at the foot of the mountain all his life…

“Levi Garrison, you have to be responsible for what you said! Do you dare to say that other
mentors are rubbish? Do you understand that you are looking for death?”

Yin Zhengping immediately said.

“Don’t you know your own strength? Dare to say that other mentors are rubbish? Where is
your confidence?”

Others also said.

“Wrong! In my eyes, they are rubbish!”

“Not only did I say this to you, I also said the same in front of them!”



Levi Garrison sneered.

Oh my god!

Everyone is going to explode!

Where did you encounter Levi Garrison with such a stiff mouth!

They can’t wait for a lesson!

“Levi Garrison, have you been immersed in the scene on the day of Chen Kong’s death?
Think you defeated him with your own hands? You should be number one on the gods list?”

Jiao Tianyu didn’t speak at first.

Finally couldn’t help it.

“Isn’t it? I killed Chen Kong! I am the strongest!”

“And you should call my teacher, not my name!”

Levi Garrison said lightly.

“You are crazy! How did Chen Kong die? Does it have anything to do with you? You know it
better than anyone else!”

“You see, this is a lunatic! I would rather quit than this lunatic teach me!”

Yin Zhengping roared angrily.

“My dignified person on the gods list, how can I let a person who is not on the quasi god list
be a mentor? I’m not convinced!”

“I want to quit!”

Yin Zhengping shouted.



Zheng Wenbo and Chen Qizheng immediately discouraged them: “Calm down! This is the
chance to enter Kunlun Academy! If you quit, there will be no chance!”

“I would rather leave than be here with him!”

Yin Zhengping said coldly.

“Well, let’s go! Is there anyone else who wants to go, together!”

Levi Garrison shouted.

“I’m going!”

“Me too!”

…

Six other people stood up.

Others hesitated, but finally held back.

They chose to stay at Kunlun College.

“You are not leaving, are you? You will regret all of them!”

Yin Zhengping laughed.

A group of seven people left here.

Watch them leave.

Levi Garrison was happy instead.

“Sure enough, you can’t withstand a little test, is this exposed?”

Levi Garrison muttered to himself.
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It turned out that Yin Zhengping and the four people who left were all on Levi Garrison’s list
of spies.

Their information is too clean.

Levi Garrison has always been the object of suspicion.

He deliberately selected these people into his team for the convenience of observation.

But wherever I wanted it, I left without even starting.

The intention is too obvious.

I know that in my team, it is difficult to get in touch with the Dark God trio or the high level of
Kunlun Academy.

Why not leave!

The purpose is too obvious, but it exposes oneself.

And Levi Garrison predicted that they would never really leave…

Wrong.

After this group of people left.

Go looking for other opportunities!

They were carefully cultivated by the Lab of the Gods, how could they give up this
opportunity in vain!

They have a mission!

Must stay here!



“Brothers, we can’t leave in such a wasteful way! We have to find a way to join other sects!”

“Listen to us! As long as we kneel for three days and three nights! I don’t believe the Kunlun
College senior management will ignore it!”

Yin Zhengping said.

“Okay, we listen to you!”

Shortly after.

Yin Zhengping led six people directly on the square in the center of Kunlun College.

Just begging Kunlun College to give them another chance to join others.

This scene caught the attention of others!

Soon, it caused a lot of people’s onlookers.

Everyone is very sympathetic!

I also admire it!

With so many people, they would rather quit Kunlun Academy than under Levi Garrison’s
door!

Most people can’t do it!

“Brother! Admire you guys! Great!”

“If you want me, you may not be able to do it! I don’t want to lose this opportunity!”

“Levi Garrison has no chance at all! But everyone has to endure it?”

…

Everyone expressed their admiration for Yin Zhengping.



“Let’s go ask the mentor and put them under the sect!”

“Yes, everyone asks their mentors! These men can’t leave like this!”

…

Because they did what others dared not do.

Everyone admires it very much.

Take the initiative to contact their respective mentors and bring them under.

Everyone is busy.

Kneeling Yin Zhengping showed a strange smile at the corner of his mouth.

Send away a few Plague Queens here.

Levi Garrison laughed instead.
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It might have been due to the identities of a few people, so he couldn’t disclose too much.

This is just great.

All the spies ran away.

Just left the best place!

Because they always wanted to check Levi Garrison!

As a result, he left directly from Levi Garrison’s side.

He can cultivate and guide a group of superpowers!



As for the few guys who ran away, Levi Garrison believed that they would still stay.

“Okay! Let’s get started!”

Levi Garrison looked at everyone.

But everyone was numb.

Extremely reluctant!

“Is there anyone who refuses to accept me?”

Levi Garrison asked.

“Even though you are my teacher! I also respect the arrangement of Kunlun College! But I
still refuse to accept you! I will never accept you!”

Ning Jinye said.

Everyone nodded: “Yes, no mistake! We are all the same!”

“The reason why we stay here is just the sign of Kunlun College, it has nothing to do with
you!”

“Although under your door, we will never convince you!”

Jiao Tianyu even more said: “There is only one way to convince me-to use real power to
make me shut up!”

“Yes, beat us! Let’s take it! Otherwise, we don’t know what to practice? We have regressed
after training for a long time! No one can bear it!”

“Well! The way to make our service is very simple! It is better than us! Qualified to teach us!”

Others also said.

A group of people seemed to vent their emotions.



Clamoring…

Levi Garrison smiled: “Then how to convince you?”

“Very simple! Beat us! Pick the strongest among us! If you can beat! We will convince you!”

Ning Jinye said.

He looked at Jiao Tianyu and said: “Jiao Tianyu is the strongest of the gods, he is the
strongest among us 80! You fight him! As long as we defeat him, we will convince you!”

“Yes! Defeat the strongest Jiao Tianyu! We will convince you!”

Everyone shouted.

Even Jiao Tianyu looked at Levi Garrison and said, “Come on, Teacher Ye! Let’s have a
game! You win, we all convince you!”

“I’m afraid you dare not come!”

Jiao Tianyu said excitedly.


